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Report to Council
Date:

January 20, 2020

To:

Council

From:

City Manager

Subject:

Information Services Digital and Intelligent City strategies

Department: Information Services

Recommendation:
THAT Council receives, for information, the report from the Information Services Department Manager
dated January 20, 2020 with respect to an update on the Information Services Digital Strategy and the
Intelligent Cities Strategy.
Purpose:
To provide Council with an overview of the Information Services Digital and Intelligent City strategies,
as well as an update on initiatives underway.
Background:
Information Services Digital Strategy
Information Services’ previous Digital Strategy was developed in 2014 and a number of the initiatives
have been completed to form a solid information technology (IT) foundation moving forward. A refresh
of the Digital Strategy was undertaken in 2019 to develop a plan that will be focused on the needs of
the City as well as the community, aligning with Imagine Kelowna and our new strategic direction.
Based on primary and secondary research, six themes and goals emerged:
 Team – a modern, supported and reliable systems environment that stakeholders rely on to
accomplish their business goals
 Security – a modern, supported and reliable systems environment that stakeholders rely on to
accomplish their business goals
 Systems – a modern, supported and reliable systems environment that stakeholders rely on to
accomplish their business goals
 Data – data will need to be accurate and available in intuitive and consumable formats
 Mobility – digital services will allow greater emphasis on mobility for access anywhere, anytime
 Community – a focus on Intelligent Cities will create opportunity for greater collaboration with
the community to provide solutions
Our Information Services Digital Strategy vision is to be an agile, innovative team that leads the digital
direction of the City.
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Intelligent City Strategy
The rapid growth of digital technology and data is transforming every aspect of the economy,
communications, and private life. The implications are profound for every sector of society, including
municipal government. Which is why cities, like Kelowna, are exploring how to use data, automation
and increased connectivity to improve services and operations.
As a Smart City (a municipality that uses sensors connected to the internet to collect data and then use
it to improve the management of assets and resources), we have been able to improve efficiencies,
reduce costs and improve departmental outcomes. However, we are facing increasingly complex issues
that often require creative solutions; community partnerships have the potential to develop solutions
to these issues. So, we are looking to make the move from smart to intelligent.
While smart cities use technology to improve the way cities work, intelligent cities use technology to
create better cities, improving the lives of those that spend time in them.
Our Intelligent City strategy embraces Infrastructure Canada’s Smart Cities Challenge goals of
achieving outcomes for residents, empowering local innovation and forging new partnerships by
working closely with stakeholders within the City and the community. Drawing from existing strategic
direction (i.e. Council and Corporate priorities, Imagine Kelowna), and feedback gathered during
consultation with internal and external stakeholders, we developed the following principles to guide us:
 Collaborative – we will look for ways to work with others, both across City departments and in
the community, to meet collective challenges.
 Innovative – we believe that by embracing risk and being innovative, we can transform our city.
 Connected – we will work to provide high-quality digital access and services to staff and the
community anywhere, anytime.
 Responsible – we will make sure that we only collect what we need and protect the privacy of
those we collect from.
Our Intelligent City vision is to find ways to improve the lives of residents through access to online
services, technological innovation and collaborative problem-solving, creating local solutions to local
problems. And our Intelligent City strategies guide us on our path to becoming an Intelligent City:
1. Intelligent foundation: Create a digital & intelligent City – we will work towards this strategy
by automating and digitizing business and service delivery, and enabling data driven decisionmaking to guide our work to create a better city.
2. Intelligent collaboration: Foster a collaborative network that leverages technology to solve
complex city problems – we will work towards this strategy by engaging and empowering our
staff, community and stakeholders to collaborate on shared problems, and creating digital
equity and improved connectivity.
3. Intelligent catalyst: Provide guidance and tools to help others meet their priorities – we will
work towards this strategy by developing the processes and mechanisms for City departments
and the community at large to innovate.
A sample of the intelligent city initiatives already underway, include:
 Design Jam – to work collaboratively with the community to come up with creative solutions to
some of our shared challenges. Our first Design Jam was about reducing theft from vehicles and
resulted in four prototypes that will be further explored as potential future programs or
campaigns.
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User-Centered Design – to ensure that programs and services are developed or improved with a
central focus on the needs of those that use the service or participate in the program. Staff have
been trained on design thinking and are incorporating it into projects such as the replacement
of our Service Request System, improving City e-notifications and enhancing the Sports
Leagues experience.
Active community participation – to bring the knowledge and expertise of community
members and groups to help the City with complex projects and issues. One example is the Mill
Creek Restoration Project, where the City is actively working with members of the Okanagan
Sustainability Leadership Council to look at ways to reduce flood risk along Mill Creek.
Chatbot pilot – to improve customer service and adapt to changing technologies. We are
looking at solutions that will help users connect with important information and services more
quickly, easily and conveniently, while supporting staff so that they have more time to work on
other priorities.
CCTV camera registry partnership with the Kelowna RCMP – to help the RCMP access footage
from businesses and residents, when there is an incident, in a fast and efficient manner. The
pilot will be in downtown Kelowna; if successful, the program could be expanded to include
other neighbourhoods that are seeing an increase in property related crime.

For more information about the Intelligent City Strategy and initiatives underway, visit
kelowna.ca/intelligentcity.

Internal Circulation:
Information Services
Considerations not applicable to this report:
Legal/Statutory Authority:
Legal/Statutory Procedural Requirements:
Existing Policy:
Financial/Budgetary Considerations:
External Agency/Public Comments:
Communications Comments:
Submitted by:
R. Entwistle, Information Services Department Manager

Approved for inclusion:

CW

cc: C. Weaden, Corporate Strategic Services Divisional Director
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Why be an Intelligent City?
Technology and data are transforming every part of society – government, education, family, healthcare, and
the economy. This is why municipalities, like the City of Kelowna, are exploring how to use technologies, data,
automation and increased connectivity to improve operations and services. In this context, Smart City
technologies can have a positive impact on a number of high-priority issues facing our communities.
While being a Smart City has allowed the City of Kelowna to
improve efficiencies, reduce costs and improve departmental
outcomes, we are facing increasingly complex community issues
that often require creative solutions. Partnerships have the
potential to develop solutions to these issues. This has inspired
our shift from Smart to Intelligent; while Smart Cities use
technology to improve the way cities work, Intelligent Cities use
technology to create better cities, improving the lives of those
that spend time in them.

Development of an Intelligent City Strategy

While Smart Cities use
technology to improve
the way cities work,
Intelligent Cities use
technology to create
better cities, improving
the lives of those that
spend time in them.

Our Intelligent City strategy embraces Infrastructure Canada’s
Smart Cities Challenge goals of achieving outcomes for residents,
empowering local innovation and forging new partnerships by
working closely with stakeholders within the City and the community. Drawing from existing strategic
direction (Council and Corporate priorities, Imagine Kelowna), and feedback gathered during consultation
with internal and external stakeholders, we developed the following principles to guide us:

Collaborative

We will look for ways to work with others, both across City departments and
in the community, to meet collective challenges.

Innovative

We believe that by embracing risk and being innovative, we can transform
our city.

Connected

We will work to provide high-quality digital access and services to staff and
the community anywhere, anytime.

Responsible

We will make sure that we only collect what we need and protect the privacy
of those we collect from.

Intelligent City vision & strategies
Our Intelligent City vision is to find ways to improve the lives of residents through access to online services,
technological innovation and collaborative problem-solving, creating local solutions to local problems. And
our Intelligent City strategies guide us on our path to becoming an Intelligent City.
5
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Strategy one
Intelligent foundation: Create a digital & intelligent City
We will work towards this strategy by automating and digitizing business and service delivery, and enabling
data driven decision-making to guide our work to create a better city.

Strategy two
Intelligent collaboration: Foster a collaborative network that leverages technology to solve
complex city problems
We will work towards this strategy by engaging and empowering our staff, community and stakeholders to
collaborate on shared problems, and creating digital equity and improved connectivity.

Strategy three
Intelligent catalyst: Provide guidance and tools to help others meet their priorities
We will work towards this strategy by developing the processes and mechanisms for City departments and
the community at large to innovate.
For more detail, check out the complete Intelligent City Strategy.
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HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT & DEFINITIONS
The executive summary is a glance into the work that we are doing to become an Intelligent City, but if you’d
like more detail, you can dive into our intelligent city strategies, which will more deeply explore themes,
related strategies and work already underway. Further context is provided in the vision section.

Key definitions
A big part of our journey to be an Intelligent City involves educating and creating understanding. The
following definitions aim to clearly explain what some of the main terms in this document mean, so that
anyone with any background or education might understand what we are talking about in the following
pages. For additional definitions, check out our definitions.

Key terms
Smart City
A Smart City is a municipality that uses sensors connected to the internet to collect
data and then use it to improve the management of assets and resources. Data is
collected from citizens, devices, and other infrastructure or equipment that is
monitored and analyzed to manage various public systems and community services.

Intelligent City
While Smart Cities focus on technology to improve the way that cities operate, an
Intelligent City is a municipality that focuses on finding collaborative and innovative
solutions to complex and shared community problems, often with the aid of
technology.

Term
5G network

Artificial intelligence (AI)

Chatbot

Connectivity

Definition
Considered the next generation of internet access, 5G uses a
different frequency (then what is currently used for 4G or LTE
coverage) to transmit data through the air, which reduces
disruptions, increases speeds and improves reliability.
AI is intelligence demonstrated by machines, as apposed to
the natural intelligence of humans and animals. The term is
also used to describe machines that mimic cognitive functions
that humans associate with other human minds, such as
learning and problem solving.
A chatbot is technology that often uses artificial intelligence
to simulate human conversation, usually over the internet.
Chatbots can be text or speech based. Often seen on
websites, social media and smart devices (e.g. Siri, Alexa).
Connectivity is the ability of devices to be able to connect to
other devices through the internet. It can also refer to the
8
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Data

Design thinking
Digital divide
Digital literacy
Open data
Service design

INTELLIGENT CITY STRATEGY
ability of people to connect and communicate with each
other.
Data is information that is gathered for monitoring, reporting
and analysis. This may include personal information and
statistics.
“Design thinking is a human-centered approach to innovation
that draws from the designer’s toolkit to integrate the needs
of people, the possibilities of technology, and the
requirements for business success.” (Source: Tim Brown, IDEO)
Digital divide is the gap between people who have the
resources to access and use technology and those who do not.
Digital literacy is a person’s ability to understand, use and
communicate through digital platforms.
Open data is data that is free for anyone to access, use, reuse
and redistribute.
Service design is the planning and organizing of all the parts
of a service to improve its quality from both a customer and
service provider perspective.

For more key terms, visit the definitions in Appendix A.
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INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of digital technology and data is transforming government, education, family, healthcare,
and the economy.
This is why municipalities, like the City of Kelowna, are exploring how to use new technologies, data,
automation and increased connectivity to improve operations and services. From predictive modeling to
assist with the planning of future cities, to aerial drones that manage disaster response, Smart City
technologies can have a positive impact on a number of high-priority issues facing our communities, including
community safety, transportation and environmental protection.

From smart to intelligent
We are a Smart City looking to make the leap to be an
Intelligent one.
In 2018, we became a Smart21 Communities finalist,
recognized for our efforts to “humanize data for [our]
people, businesses and institutions – from driving economic
growth to reducing inequality, increasing sustainability to
improving urban planning.” And in 2019, Kelowna was
ranked 19th in terms of innovation by the Intelligent
Community Forum.

Smart cities use
technology to improve
the way cities work.
Intelligent cities use
technology to create
better cities, improving
the lives of those that
spend time in them.

Also in 2018, we submitted an application for Infrastructure
Canada’s Smart Cities Challenge that focused on housing and homelessness. While we didn’t make it to the
next round, the Journey Home Taskforce was created and is currently working on initiatives that look to
improve results for some of our most vulnerable in the community.
While being a Smart City has allowed the City of Kelowna to improve efficiencies, reduce costs and improve
departmental outcomes, we are facing increasingly complex community issues that will require creative
solutions. Community partnerships have the potential to develop solutions to these issues. This has inspired
our shift from Smart to Intelligent; while Smart Cities use technology to improve the way cities work,
Intelligent Cities use technology to create better cities, improving the lives of those that spend time in them.

Backed by the community
Through the Imagine Kelowna engagement process (a vision created by our community), residents
recognized that inclusivity and diversity make us stronger and more innovative. And that the wellbeing of
Kelowna depends on the shared responsibility of individuals, businesses, government, academia and
community organizations coming together to address some of the complex issues facing our community. This
is at the heart of our Intelligent City Strategy. To learn more about how Imagine Kelowna influences our work,
check out the strategic direction section.
Our community is full of smart, talented people who are already working on ways to make Kelowna a better
city and we want to find ways to work with and support them.
11
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Privacy and your personal information
The privacy and security of resident’s personal information is
a top priority. Intelligent Cities will ensure compliance with
BC’s Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
(FOIPPA) and work with the Office of the Information and
Privacy Commissioner of BC (OIPC) to identify and asses any
potential concerns in the collection, use, management and
storage of personal information as we increase our
involvement in smart and intelligent city initiatives.

Methodology
Development of this strategy included:
•
•
•
•

Our community is full
of smart, talented
people who are already
working on ways to
make Kelowna a better
city; we want to find
ways to work with and
support them.

Research and literature review of Smart City
strategies, plans and initiatives in other municipalities (Q4, 2018)
Stakeholder interviews with City and community stakeholders to identify needs and opportunities
where collaboration could lead to improved outcomes (Q4, 2018 – Q1, 2019)
Strategic direction alignment, to ensure that our strategy supports Council and Corporate priorities,
and Imagine Kelowna (Q2, 2019)
Focus groups for feedback on key concepts and ideas such as building capacity within the
organization, effective methods for collaboration and delivering on Intelligent City projects and
initiatives (Q2, 2019)

Additionally, interviews and learning sessions were organized with our academic partners, both municipal,
regional, provincial and federal government partners, not-for-profits and the business community.
By identifying how we can achieve outcomes, empower local innovation and develop new partnerships, we
were able to develop a strategy that will take the City from smart to intelligent.

A living strategy
As we move forward on our path to becoming an Intelligent City, our needs and the needs of our partners will
change. This strategy and its initiatives will adapt to the needs of our community, while ensuring we don’t lose
sight of the shared vision of the future developed through Imagine Kelowna and embraced by our City
Council.
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OUR INTELLIGENT CITY VISION
Vision
Our vision is:

to find ways to improve the lives of residents through access to
online services, technological innovation and collaborative
problem-solving, creating local solutions to local problems.

Principles
Drawing from existing strategic direction, the following principles are woven throughout this strategy. Look
for the corresponding icons to see how each strategy contributes to our Intelligent City principles.

Collaborative

We will look for ways to work with others, both across City departments and
in the community, to meet collective challenges. We will be faster to involve
our stakeholders; from getting input and insights early in the process, to
testing and iterating new ideas and implementing solutions that include
feedback loops for continuous improvement.

Innovative

We will try new things and explore new ideas. We don’t shy away from
experimentation and embrace the potential of failure. We believe that by
embracing risk and being innovative, we can transform our city.

Connected

We will work to provide high-quality digital access and services to staff and
the community anywhere, anytime. We will explore and implement digital
tools that help to connect our community and make collaboration easier.

Responsible

We are the stewards of the data we collect and share. We will make sure that
we only collect what we need and protect the privacy of those we collect
from. We will be ethical, transparent and ensure that our digital tools are
secure.

Focus areas
From Council’s priorities, we’ve identified three focus areas that lend themselves well to an Intelligent City
framework: community safety, transportation and mobility, and environmental protection. These three
areas are where we will focus our efforts during the implementation of this strategy and are reflected in the
next (strategies) section of this document.

Community
safety

Desired results: Crime rates are decreasing; residents feel safe; and data
and analysis are used to understand problems and target responses

Transportation &
mobility

Desired results: Investments are connecting high density areas; more
trips by transit, carpooling, biking and walking; travel times are optimized;
emerging technologies make it easier to get around; more opportunities
to learn about transportation; and people of all ages and abilities can
easily get around
14
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Environmental
protection

INTELLIGENT CITY STRATEGY
Desired results: Resiliency and adaptability to climate change;
greenhouse gas emissions are decreasing; predictive modelling and
forecasting; and emergency response and preparation

How we work
The role of Intelligent Cities will vary. Depending on the project or initiative and its priority (i.e. if it supports
our focus areas and Council priorities), we might take the lead (or co-lead). In other cases, we may initiate a
project, providing guidance in the process, and then step back. And in some cases, we may act as an advisor to
help increase collaboration and partnerships, scale up an existing initiative, or provide tools and resources for
others to complete the work independently. An example is our dark fibre network and our journey to 5G.

Already underway: The journey to a 5G network
As a Smart City, a number of projects are already underway or completed that will serve us well in an
Intelligent City context. For instance, the City developed a dark fibre network to improve connectivity
between municipal facilities located throughout Kelowna. With an eye to the future, the fibre network
has been overbuilt, so that other businesses and industries with growing data and high bandwidth
needs can connect to it. This project has been effective in creating a new revenue stream for the City,
as well as contributing to retaining and attracting some of the city’s technology- and creative-based
businesses.
In the same way the City built its dark fibre network, it is looking ahead to new technologies and
innovations that will play a pivotal role in the local economy. 5G connectivity has the power to
transform not only how quickly people access information, but also how various industries and service
providers will innovate and develop new solutions. With increased speeds that allow users to access
large files in a couple seconds (compared to the tens-of-minutes we see today). Soon, we’ll be adding
to the list of things connected to the internet; in addition to computers and smartphones, we’ll see
more everyday objects brought online and thousands of sensors giving us the ability to gather insights
in real time.
Intelligent Cities will play several roles to help plan how this technology will be introduced, established
and managed so our residents, businesses and partners are able to take full advantage of this new
technology. For example, we will work internally with various departments to understand our current
connectivity issues and develop standards for third-party antenna use for small cell coverage, so that
we have a better understanding of what a future 5G network will look like and where pain points
might exist. We’ll also work with industry partners to better understand their needs and where we can
best support the development of this new technology.
Additionally, we’ll collaborate with our community stakeholders to explore where improved
connectivity may create new opportunities; from UBCO and the testing of autonomous vehicles, to
Interior Health and the future of sensor technology in monitoring patients in real time.

Work with us
If you are working on something that might address some of these focus areas, there may be an opportunity
for us to work together, or we might be able to point you in the direction of someone else undertaking a
similar challenge… so, don’t hesitate to contact us at
IntelligentCities@kelowna.ca.
15
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OUR INTELLIGENT CITY STRATEGIES
In the following sections, explore our Intelligent City strategies in detail, along with sub-strategies, actions
and principle alignment. For a visualization of the strategies and their timing (short-, medium- and longterm), look for our intelligent city roadmap at the end of this document. For more information on terminology
and how particular initiatives function, please reference our definitions.

Strategies, sub-strategies & actions
Strategies
❶ Intelligent foundation:
Create a digital & intelligent City

Sub-strategies
a. Automate and digitize business and service delivery
b. Enable data driven decision-making to guide our
work to create a better city

❷ Intelligent collaboration:
Foster a collaborative network that leverages
technology to solve complex city problems

a. Engage and empower our staff, community and
stakeholders to collaborate on shared problems
b. Create digital equity and improved connectivity

❸ Intelligent catalyst:
Provide guidance and tools to help others
meet their priorities

a. Develop the process and mechanisms for City
departments and the community at large to
innovate

17
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❶ Intelligent foundation: Create a digital &
intelligent City
Technology has changed our day-to-day interactions with service
providers and impacted everything from banking and purchasing goods,
to how we access and share information. Our social behaviours are
increasingly focused on ease, convenience and timeliness. Expectations
have changed, so a digital city should offer solutions that allow residents
to use the technologies of their choice to interact with the City. It also
allows the City to better identify current and future needs through data
collection.
18
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To create a digital and Intelligent city requires that we…

❶a• Automate and digitize business and service delivery
To meet the standards for service that our residents have come to expect (think: private service providers like
our financial institutions), we must evolve the way we deliver our services. Moving services online will allow us
to provide great customer service, improve efficiencies, reduce staff time fielding routine questions and
provide more measurable data that can help us make better, more informed decisions. Shifting services
online also unlocks the ability to leverage other digital technologies, like automation and artificial intelligence.
We can move our organization toward digital maturity by exploring how to use data and technology to evolve
and improve all aspects of City business.

How we will support Council priorities
By undertaking this strategy there could be a positive impact on transportation and mobility
through further digital interactions and data collection. We could see improvements in travel times,
access and use of online tools for booking, paying, planning and tracking trips, and overall accessibility.

Sub-strategies & actions
Principle legend:

= collaborative |

Sub-strategy
Shift key government functions such as
business licensing, permitting, billing
and service requests online

Establish policies and procedures to
make sure that personal data is
protected during the shift online

= innovative |

= connected |

= responsible

Action(s)
Have high demand City business requests occurring and
completed online or in a digital format
Develop Online Experience Standards that dictate how the
City, across all business units, interact with their customers
Improve how online services are delivered from request to
completion
Be transparent about how, when and why data is collected
and for how long.

What success looks like
•
•

Faster service interactions for users and
providers
Improved transparency and expectations for
service delivery with customers

•
•

Increased efficiencies in processing,
managing and delivering services
A single-login customer portal for all City
related interactions
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Already underway: Employing chat bots to improve customer service and reduce staff time
To improve customer service and adapt to changing technologies, live chat features have become a
popular option on websites. Live chat connects users to a live agent through a dialogue (chat) window
and helps web visitors find the information they need faster, as well as answer questions in real time.
We’ve already implemented this feature on select pages on
kelowna.ca and on all pages of the Kelowna International Airport
website, ylw.kelowna.ca. Today, live chat agents can assist you
with City recreation and airport questions during regular work
hours (generally 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday to Friday, excluding
statutory holidays).
But people fly and visit the airport at all times of the day, especially
on holidays, so what can we do to provide great customer service
24/7 without increasing the demand on staff resources?
Automation might be the answer, which is why we are looking into
chat bots. Chat bots are computer programs designed to simulate
a human-like conversation with users. They can be programmed to integrate with our existing live
chat platform, provide answers to frequently asked questions and respond with forms or applications
that might need to be completed. They can also learn from their mistakes, have a personality that
mirrors the brand of the organization, and transfer harder cases to a live agent for further assistance.
With residents increasingly looking to access City information and services online, we must make sure
that our online services provide a consistent and useful experience. As part of our Intelligent City
mandate, we are looking at solutions that will help users connect with important information and
services more quickly, easily and conveniently, while supporting staff so that they have more time to
work on other priorities.
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❶b• Enable data-driven decision-making to guide our work to create a better city
By transitioning more of our interactions online, we can capture and use data to guide the decision-making
process. We’ll look to create data standards to ensure good data quality while training staff on best practices
for data collection and management, and how to use analytics to inform decisions.

How we will support Council priorities
Using data and analytics for community safety initiatives and programs, we can start to see trends
that pinpoint aspects of the city we can change to improve outcomes. We can dive into the things
that contribute to being a safe city, whether it’s having certain business types in specific areas of the city, the
impact of vacancy rates in our business community, or even the time that street lights turn on during the day
in order to reduce crime and increase a feeling of safety.

Sub-strategies & actions
Principle legend:

= collaborative |

Sub-strategy
Increase digital literacy and employ
analytics to support all departments in
business development

= innovative |

= connected |

= responsible

Action(s)
Create City data standards that promote consistency,
transparency and openness
Build capacity for data analytics and using data for decisionmaking
Determine the organization’s digital maturity and create
programs to address gaps in knowledge and understanding
Work to develop dashboards that track performance
measures and update departments on whether they’re on
track to meet them
Continue to build a holistic digital twin (a digital copy of the
city that can predict the impact of a suggested change to all
aspects of a city) of Kelowna to understand the impact of
changes to our built environment

What success looks like
•
•

Data-driven decision-making for complex
issues practiced throughout the City
Improved staff comfort with employing
analytics in their reports and presentations

•
•

Real time tracking and awareness of key
indicators
A digital twin to test the impact of proposals
on the City’s built environment
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❷ Intelligent collaboration: Foster a collaborative
network that leverages technology to solve
complex city problems
Building on the success of the Imagine Kelowna public engagement, we’ll
look to work with thought-leaders and other community partners to
address some of the more complex problems affecting our city. We’re
interested in creating local solutions for local problems and working
together to meet our shared vision for the future Kelowna.
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To foster a collaborative network that leverages technology
to solve complex city problems requires that we…

❷a• Engage and empower our staff, community and stakeholders to collaborate on
shared problems
To tap into the vast knowledge and expertise that already exists in our community, we will find traditional and
new ways to engage and collaborate within the City and in the community. Improved connectivity and
exploring new technologies will help make this happen. By increasing collaboration and partnerships with
stakeholders that share our goals, we can work together more efficiently and effectively to address some of
the complex issues affecting our city. We will work with partners across the region to scope and address
complex problems that cross municipal boundaries, while developing partnerships and solutions with our
talented and growing tech sector.

How we will support Council priorities
Engaging and collaborating means finding better ways to communicate and share our
concerns, pain points and opportunities. We’ll build teams that include both internal and
external stakeholders that will look at complex problems related to community safety,
transportation and mobility, and environmental protection, and find innovative ways to
address them.

Sub-strategies & actions
Principle legend:

= collaborative |

Sub-strategy
Share with our community what we’re
doing and where there’s opportunity to
collaborate

Position the City as a living lab for
creation

Support cross departmental
collaboration

= innovative |

= connected |

= responsible

Action(s)
Strengthen stakeholder networks locally and regionally to
examine shared problems
Partner with others to run civic-focused, collaborative events
that support the community to create solutions
Leverage public engagement platforms for Intelligent City
projects
Hold an Intelligent Cities summit that brings together other
municipalities, organizations and community groups that are
working on smart and intelligent city initiatives
Strengthen our online Open Data and app offerings to
educate and support research and development
Partner and support the Okanagan tech sector to develop
solutions to complex problems
Facilitate the development of proof of concepts (POCs) and
explore scalability of solutions to transform the business
Use digital and in-person tools to support cross-departmental
project teams
Develop a Services Catalogue that informs staff and external
partners on services and who to involve on projects and
initiatives
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Establish an inter-departmental group(s) of innovators to
share findings and touch points that strengthen community
partnerships

What success looks like
•
•
•

Increased civic engagements with
community stakeholders
Increase in inter-departmental collaboration
both in person and online on complex issues
Piloting, prototyping and proof of concept
to test solutions

•
•
•

Educational campaigns and events for
stakeholders and the community
Increased Open Data offerings that go
beyond geospatial data
Increase in overall awareness of subject
matter experts and contacts inside and out
City

Already underway: CCTV camera registry partnership with the Kelowna RCMP
Technology tends to become more affordable over time and, as a result, becomes more prevalent in
its use. The technology behind video cameras has resulted in them being smaller, more powerful and
affordable enough that anyone can purchase them. As a result, businesses, residents and even the
City have made investments in cameras for video surveillance, theft prevention and public safety.
Evidence required to solve a crime can sometime be
recorded by a nearby CCTV camera. Historically, the
RCMP have had to canvas the neighbourhood to
determine if any CCTV cameras may have camera
footage with vital evidence. This process can be time
consuming and may not yield immediate results
because it is dependent on the camera owner’s
availability and willingness to participate.
Since time is of the essence, the City, RCMP, and
Downtown Kelowna Association are developing a CCTV
camera registry pilot program to help the RCMP access
footage from businesses and residents in a fast and
efficient manner. If an incident were to occur, City staff would be contacted by the RCMP to
determine if a camera was in the area that could be accessed. Provided with the camera owner’s
contact information, RCMP officers would be able to contact camera owners quickly to request access
to their video footage. If successful, the pilot can be expanded to include other neighbourhoods that
are seeing an increase in property related crime.
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❷b• Create digital equity and improved connectivity
To increase civic online engagement in Kelowna, we need to make sure that all residents have fast and reliable
internet access, as well as the knowledge and skills to use it. To support this strategy, we will take steps to
ensure that in our move to be a more digital city we won’t leave anybody behind by leveraging both existing
and new innovative solutions that can bridge the digital divide and improve digital literacy.

How we will support Council priorities
When it comes to environmental protection, making sure that people, devices and Internet of
Things (IoT) sensors can connect and send real-time data and information to emergency
management agencies is critical in our changing climate. Increased connectivity could allow us to deploy
resources more effectively in emergencies (like fires or floods), which has the potential to save lives,
infrastructure and private property.

Sub-strategies & actions
Principle legend:

= collaborative |

Sub-strategy
Provide options so that all residents can
participate as we progress to an
Intelligent City

= innovative |

= connected |

= responsible

Action(s)
Work with our private sector partners to ensure all residents
have access to a fast and reliable internet connection
Explore technology that bridges the digital divide and allows
for residents to connect with the City online
Test and pilot emerging technologies that can improve how
we and our community operates
Help prepare our community for a 5G network, which will
improve connectivity and transform service delivery

What success looks like
•
•
•

Increased online civic interaction across all
demographics
Support for mobile, home and public space
interactions with the City
Piloting innovations that improve
connectivity in a 5G environment

•
•

Platforms that allow some of our most
vulnerable residents to participate online
More partnerships that educate and support
novice users on privacy, security and being a
digital citizen
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❸ Intelligent catalyst: Provide guidance and tools
to help others meet their priorities
We won’t have all the answers and we won’t expect others to either. But
we’ll provide the fundamentals and resources required for our internal
and external partners to collaborate, innovate and create, moving
forward in this Intelligent City environment.
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To provide guidance and tools to help others meet their priorities requires that we…

❸a• Develop the process and mechanisms for City departments and the community
at large to innovate
To help facilitate innovation, collaboration and use of new technologies, we can provide guidance through
advisory services, tools, resources and standards, as well as cultivate a culture of experimentation. We believe
that one of our essential roles is to help staff better understand how they can test, pilot and implement new
methodologies and technologies that will help them reach their corporate and departmental goals.
Additionally, we will take the lead on developing Intelligent City approaches for our three focus areas (how we
will support Council priorities), looking to leverage the expertise at the City and in the community through
collaboration.

How we will support Council priorities
When it comes to community safety, we can use creative and collaborative problem-solving events
and processes, like design jams, to gather stakeholders throughout City departments and in the
community to come up with possible ways to address shared issues facing our community, such as property
crime.

Sub-strategies & actions
Principle legend:

= collaborative |

= innovative |

= connected |

= responsible

Sub-strategy
Formalize intake and assessment of
technologies that can improve outcomes

Action(s)
Create a way for staff and community partners to submit
opportunities to the Intelligent City team

Develop resources and tools to help
others be innovative and collaborative in
problem-solving

Create standards and guidelines for piloting, project
assessments, customer experience and service design

Champion Council and Corporate
Priorities to ensure community vision is
reflected in projects and outcomes

Prioritize projects based on significance to Council priorities,
the organization and the community

What success looks like
•
•

Business units have the tools to meet their
departmental and organisational goals
Awareness of how to use or create
technological change to solve business
issues

•

Collaboration with more business units to
address Council and Corporate Priorities
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Already underway: Using service design thinking to improve services
In honour of service design day (#ServiceDesignDay, June 1, 2019), we celebrated the progress we’ve
made to improve City services by being user-focused throughout the design process, using service
design thinking.
Service design thinking is a mindset and set of
processes and tools that put the user at the
centre of every stage of service discovery and
development. The process usually involves
creative collaboration exercises (like customer
empathy maps & service safaris), prototyping,
iterative development involving the service users,
feedback loops for constant improvement and
launch of the reimagined or new service.
Customer empathy map
One of the service improvement projects
currently underway involves the City’s enotifications (known as e-Subscribe and offering up a variety of different topics that people can sign
up to receive email updates about). Working with customers of the service and providers of the
service (staff), the project team has learned the many ways that the service is being used and
uncovered ways to improve how it is delivered. To learn more, check out this short interactive online
story.

Service delivery improvement and modernization, as well as fostering collaboration, are major focus
areas for the Intelligent City team. By undertaking this project, we are well on our way to creating
resources that others can use to adopt service design thinking and tools that help create better
services and solutions for our residents.
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our intelligent city
ROADMAP
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OUR INTELLIGENT CITY ROADMAP
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APPENDIX A: Definitions
Term
5G network

Artificial intelligence (AI)

Augmented reality (AR)

Automation

Blockchain

Chatbot

Collaboration

Community partners

Connectivity

Data

Definition
Considered the next generation of internet access, 5G uses a
different frequency (then what is currently used for 4G or LTE
coverage) to transmit data through the air, which reduces
disruptions, increases speeds and improves reliability.
AI is intelligence demonstrated by machines, as apposed to
the natural intelligence of humans and animals. The term is
also used to describe machines that mimic cognitive functions
that humans associate with other human minds, such as
learning and problem solving.
AR is technology that overlays computer-generated
information on a user's view of the real world, providing a
modified view of reality, often with a smartphone or
technology-enabled glasses/goggles. This can come in the
form of a variety of sensory experiences, including visual,
auditory and motion.
Automation is the partial or full replacement of manual or
mechanical tasks with automatic ones, reducing human
intervention to a minimum.
Blockchain is a system in which online transactions are made
and maintained through several computers that are linked in a
peer-to-peer network. It’s like a digital ledger that is protected
from user manipulation.
A chatbot is technology that often uses artificial intelligence
to simulate human conversation, usually over the internet.
Chatbots can be text or speech based. Often seen on
websites, social media and smart devices (e.g. Siri, Alexa).
Collaboration is when individuals with a common purpose
work together to achieve a benefit.
In our context, community partners can include other levels of
government, other local governments, public, private and
non-profit organizations, academia, community groups and
residents. Community partners are often mentioned along
with collaboration and innovation.
Connectivity is the ability of devices to be able to connect to
other devices through the internet. It can also refer to the
ability of people to connect and communicate with each
other.
Data is information that is gathered for monitoring, reporting
and analysis. This may include personal information and
statistics.
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Data-driven decisionmaking
Data literacy

Design thinking
Digital (or online) services
Digital divide
Digital literacy
Digital twin
Digitize

Ideation

Innovation
Intelligent City

Internet

Internet of Things (IoT)

Intranet

Model city
Open data
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Data-driven decision-making involves making decisions that
are backed up by data rather than making decisions that are
intuitive or based on observation alone.
Data literacy is a person’s ability to collect, read, interpret and
use data in a meaningful way.
“Design thinking is a human-centered approach to innovation
that draws from the designer’s toolkit to integrate the needs
of people, the possibilities of technology, and the
requirements for business success.” (Source: Tim Brown, IDEO)
Digital or online services are services that are provided over
the internet.
Digital divide is the gap between people who have the
resources to access and use technology and those who do not.
Digital literacy is a person’s ability to understand, use and
communicate through digital platforms.
A digital twin is the digital copy of a city that can predict the
impact of a suggested change to all aspects of a city.
To digitize is to convert information or services to a digital or
online format.
Ideation is the creative process of generating, developing and
communicating new ideas. The aim is to generate a large
quantity of ideas that can be explored and filtered down into
the best, most practical or most innovative ones to inspire
new or better solutions and products.
Innovation is doing something different that has an impact.
An intelligent city is a municipality that focuses on finding
collaborative and innovative solutions to complex and shared
community problems, often with the aid of technology.
The internet is global system of computer networks, where
users can access information or communicate with other
computers with the proper access/permission. Internet is also
accessible on other internet-enabled devices (e.g.
smartphones).
The connection of devices in everyday objects (“things”) over
the internet, enabling them to send and receive data (e.g.
sensors, wearable devices, smart home products).
An intranet is a private or restricted network that is only
accessible to a certain group of users. Intranets are often used
by organizations to communicate information internally, i.e.
to staff.
A model city is a 3D or digital copy of an actual city, which can
be used to visualize the impact of changes to a city’s
environment.
Open data is data that is free for anyone to access, use, reuse
and redistribute.
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Open government
Service delivery
Service design

Smart City
Stakeholders
Test bed of innovation
Thought-leaders
Virtual reality (VR)
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Open government is about transparency and providing open
access to information about how a government is run.
Service delivery is how services are provided to customers.
Service design is the planning and organizing of all the parts
of a service to improve its quality from both a customer and
service provider perspective.
A smart city is a municipality that uses sensors connected to
the internet to collect data and then use it to improve the
management of assets and resources.
Stakeholders are people or groups of people who hold an
interest or concern in something.
A test bed of innovation is an environment that promotes
creative problem-solving, collaboration, ideation, research,
development and testing of innovative or new solutions.
A thought-leader is someone whose views or ideas carry
authority and are considered influential.
VR is an artificial environment that is created with technology
and presented to the user in a way that could seem quite
realistic, blocking out the physical world.
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APPENDIX B: Strategic direction
When we move forward with any strategy, we are guided by the community’s vision for the future (Imagine
Kelowna), Council priorities and corporate strategic direction.

Imagine Kelowna
Imagine Kelowna is the community’s vision, principles and goals to thrive in
the face of unprecedented growth and change. For more detail, visit
kelowna.ca/imagine.

The vision
In 2018, after an 18-month long conversation in the community about our
future, a vision for the qualities we want to exemplify emerged. We want a
community that puts people first, values its history, encourages curiosity
and creativity, and recognizes the changing roles of individuals, businesses,
governments and community organizations.

Principles & goals
The following principles and goals work together as a system to help the
community achieve its vision:

Collaborative

A community where people of all backgrounds work together to meet collective
challenges.

Smarter

A community willing to learn, adapt and grow so we can thrive amid rapid change.

Connected

A community where residents are connected to their neighbours, their city and the
wider world.

Responsible

A community where decisions are made ethically and where social and
environmental concerns are prioritized.

Council priorities
In Council priorities 2019-2022, Imagine Kelowna: vision into action
(endorsed by Council on April 29, 2019), we identify the strategic
shifts, improvements and changes that are important to Council,
the community and organization. It is an open and accessible
commitment to how the City will advance the Imagine Kelowna
vision within the next four years. It will focus the work we do to
become the Kelowna residents told us they want to see.
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Council results
What's important to residents
Council results identify the areas where our residents want to see a difference. These are the services,
programs, and infrastructure that help create a great place to live.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community safety
Social & inclusive
Transportation & mobility
Vibrant neighbourhoods
Economic resiliency
Environmental protection

Corporate results
What the organization must do to deliver results for residents
Corporate results identify the areas where the City’s administrative leadership will focus the organization to
ensure we are a high-performance organization that delivers good value for money to our residents.
•
•
•

Financial management
Clear direction
People

Council: the way we work
Council commits to working together as a team to advance what is important to residents in the community
by being citizen focused, accessible, balanced, fair and firm, and seeking continuous improvement.
For more detail, visit kelowna.ca/councilpriorities.
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What we’ll cover

BACKGROUND
Future direction
Intelligent City Strategy
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Background
What we’ve already done
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Background: 2014 Digital Strategy
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2014 Digital Strategy accomplishments
Foundational
Configuration
documentation
Monitoring tools
Security
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2014 Digital Strategy accomplishments
Foundational – Application Review
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2014 Digital Strategy accomplishments
Transformational
Web platform
redesign
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2014 Digital Strategy accomplishments
Transformational
Open data
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2014 Digital Strategy accomplishments
Transformational
Data analytics
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2014 Digital Strategy accomplishments
Transformational
Dark Fibre
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2014 Digital Strategy accomplishments
Awards
MISA Spirit of Innovation
ESRI Canada Award of Excellence
Cityworks Excellence in Enterprise Practice
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Future direction
Where we want to be
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Our vision is…

To be an agile, innovative team
that leads the digital direction of
the City.
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IS themes

Community
Mobility

Data
Systems
Security
Team
56

IS goals & supporting actions
Team

• Support a highly-skilled and dynamic IS team to meet business needs
today and in the future
o
o
o
o

Develop recruitment and retention strategy
Develop a training plan for IS staff
Develop a project management practice for IS
Support Agile development
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IS goals & supporting actions
Security

• Have controls and privacy safeguards in place that reduce risks

o Develop a Disaster Recovery plan
o Support Security education and training
o Perform security audits on a regular basis
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IS goals & supporting actions
Systems

• Create a modern, supported and reliable systems environment that
stakeholders rely on to accomplish their business goals

o Support the marketing of the Dark Fibre network
o Implement the application roadmap for system replacement
o Develop the capability to perform process reviews
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IS goals & supporting actions
Data

• Work with stakeholders to ensure that corporate data is as accurate
and available in intuitive and consumable formats

o Develop at data strategy
o Expand the open data offering
o Increase the use of analytics for decision making
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IS goals & supporting actions
Mobility

• Provide digital services to staff and the community anywhere,
anytime
o
o
o
o

Increased usage of mobile devices in the field
Support initiatives to allow staff to work from home
Enable video conferencing in City buildings
Improve the mobile service request offerings
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IS goals & supporting actions
Community

• Focus on Intelligent City principles and collaborate with the
community
o Develop an Intelligent Cities strategy
o Develop a customer service strategy
o Enable an enhanced customer experience through a digital
information portal
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Community: Intelligent City Strategy
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Intelligent City
vision & principles
To improve the lives of residents through
online services, technological innovation &
collaborative problem-solving, creating local
solutions to local problems.
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❶ Intelligent foundation:
Create a digital & intelligent City

Strategies

❷ Intelligent collaboration:
Foster a collaborative network that leverages
technology to solve complex city problems

❸ Intelligent catalyst:
Provide guidance and tools to help others
meet their priorities
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Focus areas

Community
safety

Transportation
& mobility

Environmental
protection
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What are we working on now?
Design Jams & sprints/pilots
• Community Safety – reducing theft from auto
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What are we working on now?
Service delivery
• Fully scoping the challenge/problem first
• Refocusing to be user-centred
• Improving or creating services people need/want
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What are we working on now?
Chat bots
• Utilizing IBM Artificial Intelligence
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What are we working on now?
CCTV registry
• Helping the RCMP access camera footage
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What are we working on now?
Path to 5G
• Exploring the potential of new tech in the City
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What are we working on now?
Collaboration
• Okanagan Sustainability Leadership Council
• Intelligent Community Forum Roundtable
• Innovation UBCO
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kelowna.ca/intelligentcity73

Questions?
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